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Abstract. This memo collects references to published cryptanalytic results which
are directly relevant to the security evaluation of CAESAR first round algorithm
STRIBOB and its second round tweaked variant, WHIRLBOB. During the first
year after initial publication of STRIBOB and WHIRLBOB, no cryptanalytic
breaks or other serious issues have emerged. The main difference in the security
between the two variants is that WHIRLBOB allows easier creation of constanttime software implementations resistant to cache timing attacks.
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Introduction

STRIBOB [38,39,40] is an algorithm for Authenticated Encryption with Associated
Data (AEAD), and a first round candidates in the CAESAR (Competition for Authenticated Encryption: Security, Applicability, and Robustness) [17] competition. WHIRLBOB [41] is a tweak of STRIBOB for CAESAR second round.
Security evaluation in the CAESAR competition is based on published analyses
[16]. The main purpose of this document is to contain linked references and very short
summaries of all relevant published results. The STRIBOB security parameters, claims,
and goals remain unmodified from the original submission:
Parameter
Secret key size.
Secret sequence number.
Public sequence number (nonce).
Authentication tag (message expansion).

Bits
192
0
128
128

Macro Definition
CRYPTO_KEYBYTES 24
CRYPTO_NSECBYTES 0
CRYPTO_NPUBBYTES 16
CRYPTO_ABYTES 16

Category
Confidentiality for the plaintext.
Integrity for the plaintext.
Integrity for the associated data.
Integrity for the public message number.

Effort
2191
2127
2127
2127

Attack Goal
Recover plaintext from ciphertext.
Forge valid ciphertext.
Forge Associated Data.
Forge public message number.

Here we assume that the secret key is entirely unknown to the attacker. The complexities are given for P = 0.5 success probability.

Attacks against Sponge AEADs and structure of this paper. A sponge-based AEAD
can be shown to be insecure in essentially two ways:
– By demonstrating a vulnerability in the padding mechanism. See Section 2.
– By demonstrating a structural distinguisher for the sponge permutation π.
There are two unkeyed π permutations, π STRI (Section 3) and π WHIRL (Section 4),
for STRIBOB and WHIRLBOB, respectively. Both operate on 512-bit blocks and have
12 round iterations. Due to their structural similarty, much of the same analysis applies
to both variants. Each round consists of 8 × 8 - byte MDS matrix operaton L in binary
field F28 ; permutation P of 64 state bytes; 64 invocations of a 8 × 8-bit S-Box S; and
XOR addition of a 512-bit round constant. The compound round operation L ◦ P ◦ S is
referred to as “LPS core” in this work. We conclude in Section 5.
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Attacks on the Sponge AEAD Mode BLNK

The two variants, STRIBOB [38,39,40] and WHIRLBOB [41], use exactly the same
padding mechanism, BLNK. This padding mechanism is a variant of Saarinen’s Blinker
[37] padding, but limited to the CAESAR use case.
Some independent analysis of the mode has been recently published [22,23,43], essentially validating the claimed security bounds. No attacks have been reported against
the padding mechanism, and hence the security bounds derived from D UPLEX W RAP
[10,12] still apply.
In the Duplex construction of SpongeWrap additional padding is included for each
input block; a secondary information bit called frame bit is used for domain separation.
Sakura [11] uses additional frame bits to facilitate tree hashing. It is essential that the
various bits of information such as the key, authenticated data, and authenticated ciphertext can be exactly “decoded” from the Sponge input to avoid trivial padding collisions.
BLNK uses simpler embedded encoding. However, for our “effective capacity” c [38]
the following Theorem holds:
Theorem 1 (Theorem 4 from [12]). The DuplexWrap and BLNK authenticated encryption modes satisfy the following privacy and authentication security bounds:
D2 + 4DT
D+T
+
k
2
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2
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D
Advauth
+
+ t.
sbob (A) <
2k
2c+1
2
Advpriv
sbob (A) <

$

against any single adversary A if K ← {0, 1}k , tags of t bits are used, π is a randomly
chosen permutation, D is the data complexity (number of queries to target), and T is
the offline attack time complexity.
Proof. See Theorem 4 of [13] and related work [6,10]. See also [22,23].
Since b = 512, we choose a Sponge rate of r = 256 bits, which leaves capacity
c = b − r = 256. We choose key size k = 192 and limit D < 256 (264 bits) and
T < 2k−1 . As our actual effective capacity is c ≈ 254 (δ ≤ 2 effective capacity bits are
lost due to domain separation bits [38]), a 192-bit security level is reached.
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Original STRIBOB Permutation π STRI

The STRIBOBr1 (designated STRIBOBr2d1 for Round 2) sponge permutation π is
derived from the Russian GOST R 34.11-2012 "Streebog" hash standard [20].
Streebog is not a sponge-based construction and uses the LPS core in an entirely
different way, yet the similarities allow certain types of security reductions between the
two algorithms.
We first recall the structure of GOST R 34.11-2012 hash function. Streebog produces either a 256-bit or a 512-bit hash from a bit string of arbitrary size using the
Merkle-Damgård [19,33] iterative method without any randomization.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the hashing process. Padded message M is processed
in 512-bit blocks M = m0 | m1 | · · · | mn by a compression function h′ = gN (h, mi ).
The chaining variable h also has 512 bits and N denotes the index bit offset of the
input block. After the last message block, there are finalization steps involving two
invocations of the compression function, first on the total bit length of input, and then
on checksum ϵ, which is computed over all input blocks mod 2512 .
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Fig. 1. Operation of Streebog with 512-bit output. For 256-bit hashes, the initial h value is
changed to 0x010101..01 and the output h(M ) is truncated to 256 bits.

3.1 Streebog Compression Function gN (h, m)
The compression function h′ = gN (h, m) takes in a chaining variable h, message block
m, a position index variable N , and produces a new chaining value h′ . The compression
function is built from a keyless 512-bit nonlinear permutation LPS and 512-bit vector
XOR operations. The compression function has 12 rounds and a performs a total of 25
invocations of LPS:
[K1 , X1 ] = [ LPS(h ⊕ N ), m ]
[Ki+1 , Xi+1 ] = [ LPS(Ki ⊕ Ci ), LPS(Xi ⊕ Ki ) ] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 12
gN (h, m) = K13 ⊕ X13 ⊕ h ⊕ m.
Figure 2 shows the structure of g. We can view it as a two-track substitutionpermutation network where input value h ⊕ N and a set of 12 round constants Ci
is used to key (via Ki ) another substitution-permutation network operating on h . The
outputs of the two tracks are finally XORed together with original values of h and m.
We note that h together with offset N uniquely defines all Ki subkey values for each
invocation of g.
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Fig. 2. Streebog compression function. All data paths, inputs, and outputs are 512-bit vectors.
Here the ⊕ symbol denotes the XOR operation between two 512-bit vectors.

3.2 Security Relationship Between STRIBOB’s π and Streebog’s g
Only a single keyless permutation π is required in a in a sponge function. Structure of
π is shown in Figure 3. We utilize the LPS transform and twelve round constants Ci of
GOST R 34.11-2012 in our new design. For some vector of twelve 512-bit subkeys Ki
we define a 512-bit permutation πK (X1 ) = X13 with iteration
Xi+1 = LPS(Xi ⊕ Ki ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 12.
We assume that πC and πK are equally strong since both C and K consist of an
essentially random set of subkeys. There is a straightforward intuitive security relation
between πK and a single instance of the full compression function g. We note that for
the very first message block m, the subkeys Ki are always constant as they depend on
the initial constant h = 0 alone. We can therefore write for first block:
h′ = g0 (0, m) = πK (m) ⊕ m.
This indicates that a generic powerful attack against π is also an attack on g. A
structural distinguishing attack against g of course does not imply a collision attack
against Streebog as a whole.
After careful analysis, we conjecture that the πC permutation offers no structural
distinguishers that are not based on some trivial property such as a priori knowledge of
output value of πC (x) for some particular x. This is a fundamental requirement for a
Sponge based design. We use πC alone in our final construction.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the 512-bit permutations π used by STRIBOB and WHIRLBOB.
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3.3 Security of LPS
LPS gets all of its non-linearity from the 8-bit S-box S, which has been designed to
offer resistance against classical methods of cryptanalysis. Its differential bound [14]
28
8
is P = 256
and best linear approximation [30] holds with P = 128
. No algebraic
weaknesses have been found (S-Box design was “randomized” for this purpose [41]).
The creation method for the round constants K was recently published [36] in response to a “malicious” variant of Streebog [5]. Some background on the creation of
the L and S is given in [41]. We hope to be able to publish the full creation criteria
for Sreebog’s L and S too. The same S-Box S is also used by the new block cipher
standard proposal [44].
The linear transform L is not randomly constructed even though it is expressed without explanation as a 64×64 binary matrix in [20]. L in fact has a byte-oriented structure
as an MDS matrix with F28 arithmetic in a similar fashion as AES, even though this is
not mentioned in the standard specification [24,34]. We use this equivalent description.
Many structural observations on AES-like ciphers also apply to LPS [8]: S and L
are effectively mix together the bits of the eight 64-bit rows. P swaps rows and columns
and after two rounds each input bit affects each output bit of the 512-bit state. Adjusted
to its state size, LPS has similar per-round avalanche to AES (each input byte affects
each output byte after two rounds) and similar resistance to Square attacks. The best
theoretical Square attack is effective against six rounds [26].
Recently, pre-image attacks against Streebog were considered in [4], distinguishers
in [3,29], and rebound attacks in [2]. Each one of these attacks is only effective against
reduced variants of the Streebog compression function.
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WHIRLBOB Permutation π WHIRL

The πWHIRL permutation is lifted from WhirlPool 3.0 hash function [7] in straightforward fashion, and an analogous security relationship (to STRIBOB / Streebog) exists
between the WhirlPool and WHIRLBOB [41]. WhirlPool is an ISO standard [21].
If we use the AES-style notation of Whirlpool, S is equivalent to SubBytes, P
corresponds to ShiftColumns, L to MixRows, followed by AddRoundKey. Vast
AES research literature is also largely applicable to both WhirlPool and WHIRLBOB
[8,18].
Structural similarity and equivalent differential and linear bounds indicate that the
security levels of STRIBOB and WHIRLBOB are essentially equivalent. However, the
WhirlPool structure has received even more (15 years) of cryptanalysis [25,42] than
StreeBog, and allows constant-time and light-weight hardware and software implementation [15,41]. The structure is therefore easier to secure against cache timing attacks
[1,9,35,45].
The only effective attack against 10-round variant is the Rebound Attack [27,28,32].
We firmly believe that increase of rounds from 10 to 12 makes WHIRLBOB resistant
to these attacks. Even addition of a single round would increase the work factor of
those attacks by a significant factor. Since we are using a sponge mode with r = 256
c = 256, an attacker only has control over half of the state, and therefore STRIBOB
and WHIRLBOB designs have a good security margin against these attacks [31].
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Conclusions

STRIBOB and WHIRLBOB are built from conservative, very well understood cryptographic elements. Based on our review of latest research, no attacks are known against
full versions of these ciphers, and a comfortable security margin remains.
Furthermore, especially WHIRLBOB allows constant-time implementation on many
platforms, making it resistant to side-channel attacks that make secure software implementation of AES difficult.
Extensive, directly applicable research into the security of DuplexWrap, WhirlPool,
Streebog, and AES-like structures warrants an exceptional level of confidence for the
long-term security of both STRIBOB and WHIRLBOB.
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